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ENVIRONMENTAL EARTH SCIENCE -

"Enyironmental Earth Science" is a new course developed at The University
of Texaslat Austin by the Department of Geological Sciences and the Science.

. Education Center. It is offered at The University of Texas at'Austin as
,Geology 361K and has been tried'out during the spring semesters of 1972, 1973,
1974, and 1975.. Revisions have been made as necessary after'each tryout. The
project within which the course has been developed has been supported by the.
National Science Foundation.

The course in ludes Yectures, discussion sessions, and individualized
Learning Carrel Le iOns. 'Extensive use hds been made of multi-media technolog7
in the p1esentat.ior of the course. Learning Carrels for individualized instruc-
tiondlave been'especially designed for :this program. The'lectures introduce
specific topics, suggestroblems or questions,,and proVide background infor-
mation: The discussion sessionslorovide the student an opportunity to ask
questions and clarify ideas, The discussion sessions a1sc provide input and
feedback to the instructor.4

11

The Learning Carrel Lessons have been written by facultyxd graduate stu'-
dents in the geological sciences and in science education. Writers and resource
contributors include Dr. Robert Boyer, Dr. Rolland Bartholomewc, Dr. Keith Young,/
Dr. Samuel Ellison, Dr. James Underwood, Dr. pavid Butts, Dr. Addison Fr'Lee,
David Keller, Melanie Lewis, Wayne Schade, Ann Lee, and William McLoda. Tech-
niaians involved in productiogof scripts, sound, and photography were Stan
Prescott,-tee West, Charles_Geffen, and William McLoda. Artists were Jesus
Riva , Alice rdnestaro, Aly Knox, and Javier Flores.

Each Learging Car el Lesson consists of a set of 2 x 2 slides, an audio
cass te tape; a studs guide,"a Script, and -Other materials necessary to 'the
lesson. The study guide and script are in this booklet. Students may set their
oWn time schedule within an announced period when slides ahd tapes are made
available.

The stiu nt should note the-list of LearningtCarrel Lesson topics to 1)1Kce
in proper co tent the lesson in this booklet, and7then read carefUlly the tn-

,

1 troduction, ationale, prerequisites, and lesson objectives in the study guide.
The student should follow the ipstructions in the study guide for the entil'e.
lesspn. ,In some tnstances,'Wese instructions are Also repeatea on the audito
cassette tape. The slides and tapes have been spAronized td automatically
kcivance. the slide% appropriate to the'audiotape."Ohavever, there is' a tone

. signal given befcse the rhange of each slide so that the lesson can be used '

outside of the carrel if automatic facilities are not available. When the
.student is ready to'stakt the lesson, tke "on" switch should be pushed. if
the slides and taRe are operated nu914a14, both will need.to be tUrned "on.".
The first-slide S always\a title slide or a blank solid colored slide, If
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the slides and tape are manually operated, this title or blank slide should
be on view before the.tape is started. For automatic oAeration, the slides
and tapes will be set up.by the Instructor or Proctor before the lesson and
between each use. It is most important to start each lesson according to
these order. .kovide- synohreni zation of the slides and tape.
Remember that slides placed in the tray to be used with a rear view screen

. are reversed from those to be.used with a front view screen.

The student will be instructed by the study guide and/or the tape to
stop at various places to carry out certain acti4ities. Usually the audio-
tape will say, "Please stop.the tape now and restart only when you have
finished_this exercise." Therefore, Oe student should'wait. a few seconds
to finish hearing the instruction after the word "Stop." However, one should
not wait long enough.for the tone signal or automatic change o the next slide.
This signal shouldWe heard after-you restart the tape. If the lesson is
moving too rapidly, the student may stop the tape and slides at any time to
consult the study guide or script, but it is NOT POSSIBLE to back up and
re-examine a given slide without completing the entire cycle of the lesson.

It' is particularly important for the student to cafry out the instructions
for 'activities given in the study guide. In order that a record may be main-
tained of these activities, each .student should pick up a copy of the STUDENT
RESPONSE SHEET whichiinclude questions to be answered and the other activities
,requiring responsee These should be completed and turned in to the instructor
as required for grading, feedback for the inkuctor, and to.provide a basis
for student interaction in the discussion group.

Each Learning Carrtl Lesson is independent withiA the context of the course.
SOB& of them provide direct information on a given topic, but in an individualized
mode requiring some activities and thought on the part of title student. Others
place the.student in a role-playing situatiOn where some-pdbition must be taken
on provocative questions or issues. Others deal primarily with applications of
environmental information. In all the lessons, the student is expected to receive
.basic-information4that.is ,coordinated with the lectures, the mmall group dis-
cussions, and the readings.

4
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ENVIRONMENTAL EARTH SCIENCE

LEARNING CARREL LESSONS

Section I: Man's Effect on Nature

Lesson 6.1: Population
Lesson 6.2: Land Use
Lesson 6.3: Ur,ban Crisis (Field Trip)

Section iiF Energy

/Lesson 6.4: Energy'
/Lesson 6.5: Energy Resources
Lesson 6.6: FUture Projections

Section III: Processes Through Time

Lesson 6.7:
Lesson 6.8:
Lesson 6.9:

Section IV:

Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

Geologic Time
LOng ter6 Events
Short Term Events

Natural.,Resou;c'es

6.10:

6.11:
6.12:

6.13:

Minerdis
Conflicts of Interest'
Soils
Water

Section V: Oceanography

Lesson 6.14: Ocean Resources
Lesson 6.15: Pollution of the Oceans
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TO THE INSTRUTOR:

This lesson differs from otheru in the series in that it provides
i for a field-trip to six locilIions in Austin, Texas. .However, as with the
other letsons, it does have a Study Guide and Script of the audio cassette.

"tape. ...

The Study Guide (kilts provide trai4,1 instructions for each location.
It also provides information and activities for the student at the end of
the locations. The audio cassette tape provides.additional information and
activities.

P.

f
.

Instructors in other ciqes who may wish to use this lesson should
identify.a field trip route and then transcribloa tape giving information
and activities. filthough it is recognized that this tape cannot be properly

tn.
used at other cations, it ctin serye as a mddel for other Instructors to
develop their o lesson." It should be notAd ;that.a portable cassette tape
,,rayer and tape will be required for this lesson.

-
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TO THE STUDENT:.

This booklet contaros two sections: (1) %he Student Study Guide
for this lesson, and (2) th4)Script or, printed copy of the discus4ion
recalrded on the 'audio cassette tat/

You dr éxpeted t9 be in with the rinted instructions in
stoy

Guideiand follow thsm continuOusly as youstudy_the lesson. ,In'many
.

instances the same or similarjnstructions may also be heard on the audio
ctssette tape. Refer to the script only if you lield to refresh your memorY
vas to something that was said.

Specil'ic instructions will be given in the Study Guide.as.to
when to start and stop the tape. Do not restaxt the tape untAl instrtm,ted,
to do so in the Study Guiae.

i4uest s reqtaring written answers shouldj6e completed on the
STUDENT RESPONSE SHEETS provided-by the Instructor.I.

111111111. INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Start the -Uwe and listen to the remarks to introduce the lesson.
STOP THE TAPE as indicated and read the Introduction, Rationale and Objectives
fortiiia lesson that follows. .If you*have questions, check with the Instriattor
or Pro tor.

1

-INTR6DUCTION:

4..( ,.., .

,..'. : In Lesson.6.2- -Land Use- -you learned about problems that occur in
q. pl1/4:;;iing for proper-ase or land for municipal areas. In ttis lesson you will.r 0, '.., ,visit some locations and makeobservations relating to land use. strategies.

,
,In-contriSt to previous programs-in which *re brought information to you via
Aslides, this program will ask you to travel to six "locations in Auatin. ,

.

,. 6 .
, Check out the field trip-packet from yOur Pr9ttor for one-half/day-

periods. Thii packet includes: (1) a pclitable cassetee tape player, and :(le a
cassette t4pc0,i.Your Proctor *ill give instructions for operating the tape
recorder. Yott.may stop and rewindithe tape at qv time to review.. It is
,suggested that this field trip be laken in

/
small groups. Check your,class -,.

mates io 'Bete who COuld'work with you conveniently.
, ....-

it. * . -".

.

Before.you leave for your first stop, start the recorder and follow,
/Its inptrulptions.. The Study GUide includes directions and maps for getting .

.

.

to each lqcation.2 It,will also give you information pertainidg to each of.
the sites ancygui e you through a:series of ^activities.

.

,

4
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RATIONif:.
I

dir

2

This module is designed toallustrate actual examf104 cif?
--planning. itt deltignelt6)give you Intormation relating to-problems of
edvironmental control and theirespOnsibi14ies of citied in this area.- Sudh
information is important to yal as a citizen, a voter, and a resident of the
cify you live in. Altgough thiafield trip'w111 enable you to make observ,ations
and Identify,Ibe Problems in Austin, Texaó, it is very likely that similar
probleNs exist in other cities'. Your study here should serve as an eiample of
studies that could be made in pther tities.

t.

OBJECTIVEg.OF-THIS LESSON: (`r . <'

Upon completion of this lesson you should be able to:

. 1. differentiate between three types of sanitary landfills

2. identify five hydrologic factOrs to 101 conSidered ;hen
plannfng a sanitary landfill site

3. using hydrological factors, Construct an evaluation of
a landfill site

4. predict the movement of rock suppdrted by anstable tidy
over a period of liveral years.

5. identify the effects of large scale cement dumping on
the local environment

6. recOmmend an alternatife tp thel.present cemedt dump4

used in '-enuth Atistin

7. describe the three stages of Biosorption water treatment'

8. describe the three stages in the Eutrophication wat6r
treatment system_

9. identify at least 1 advantage and l disadvantage of' the
Biosorption and Eutrophication systems

10. describe evidence of buifding settling and its cauSes

1110111111110 INSTRUCTIONS: .

I

4

1. Restart the tape and listen until told to STOP THEJAPE and.
icomplete the activities listed' under Frame 1. Study the informdt`ion on
solid waste ciisposal.
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List as many different environmental protlems as you can think'
of that a city governient must4ipw: (USE STUDENT RESPONSE SHEETS)

(NZ,

Solid Waste Disposal

Three of the problems that you should have included ar solid
waste disposal, sewage disposal,'and problems.with soil instabilfty. ,

First look at the problem of solid waste dispOsal. In the
.United States the average citizen produces 6 to 8 pounds of solid wastes
per, day;.this includes his personal contribution plus his wo-rata share
of industrial arkd agricultural wastes. A city of 200,000 to 300,000
(Austin's population iS 250,000).peopfe is faced with
porting, and disposing of about 400 tons to 500 tons o ap.d wastes every
day. This is the amount-produced bY the residents aid sAil buSinesses
it does not include the wastes from big industrial operations.

How can these wastes be disposed of?--500 tons of solid waste
each *ay for:a city tbe size of Austin? This is one of the major problems.
that ilscientIsts are trying to answer. Considerable research is in progreds
to develop new, economic methods of collectiF, trafisporting, and disposing .

of wastes. The average tity dump contains substantial quantitfes of metals
and other potentially valuable substances that might be recovered. Wastes
might be converte4 to a ultieful buill4pg material by high-temperature, high-
pressure conversion to a kind of brick or block.

a

Purificationr6r sterilization of wastes by atomic radiation is
under investigation. Long distance transport of solid wastes to fil
abandoned mines-and quarries in sparselk inhabited areas is contempled
by same large cities.

\ However, notwithstanding the new ideas and research in progress,
the most satisfactory economic'means of'disposing of solid municipal
wastes is °sanitary 1andti,11.. Unfortunately, in Texas there are still
more open dui than sanitary landfills. The practice of open.burning of
wastes at the disposal site has been discontinued in many areas because
of air pollutJion control legislation. This increases the volume af
material that must be buried. -In some areas the volume 4 solid wastes
is reAuced by high temperature incinerators prior to ultimate disposal;

'in others controlled burning of wastes prodUces by-product.steam. Currently
in Texas somi four municipal incinerators are in operation.
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es the landfill sanItarilT is the practice of compacting
and Coveri each dsy1 accumulation of waste with a compacted layer of
earth so,tha gases 1d fluids produded by ehemlcal and b101d4ical action
are restrained om oicaping intO the atmosphere ot surface water arid
ground-4ater syst. and so that inakects, rodents, and other .aniMais are
denied continued acde s .to the.wastes. _The objective.is to contain:and

, isolate the.fill.A.t should not be allowed fo drain inta stirface,or
ground-water systemb.

6anitary Iandfilling corisists ofthe basic' operations of
spreading, '4511npacting, and Covering. Ovtr the Years, two general methods
qf landfilling have evolved:'the area method and the trench method. ,Some'
schools of thought also mention a.thirdv the *dope, or.'ramp method.'.trri,
many operations, a'llope, or rardi5;used in eombinatbn with the 'area
or.trench'methods. :For this reason, three methods will be described:
rea landfill, trench landfillvand ramp, .or slope method.

SM. INSTRUCTIOtt: '

%.!

2. RestaA the -ape and study the illustratiOnb and information
on the followfilg pages concerning Ares Landrill,J4ench Lantitill, and Ramp
Variation Landfill.

(
7,

0 1.

oft .

114
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The tualldozer and conipactinkea load of solid -Wastes. pie
actaper (for4ground)- is to haul the cover material at:the end a
the day'sioperatiorf Note the portable fence that _Catches' any blowing'
debris; these, a$ used with any landfill method, whenever 'fiecessary.
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A Figure 2
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The 'waste' Collection truck deposits'-its:..oad int'o the. trendh where thi
bulldozer ir1114 tipretsd and cdepact.it. -At 'the end ofulthe day'. the driiiiine
vill eiCavlite *soil '..frbm ishe future trench, ftnd this, soil will ..be ilised aS
`the.dsai.y, covet*rnateeial. Trenàhea 'Can also'be 'excavated wiih a front-end.,- . .lookder, baldozei; or scraper.
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THE.RAME6rARiATION

,

The sOlia wastes are,being spread and compacted on a slope. .The daily
etal may be covered with earth scraped from the base of the ramp. This

. 'Variation is .usea with either the area or trench method.
t-

11101111010PINSTWCTIONS:

3. STOP THE TAPE. ,..Follow thewairections given on the following
page and go to Stop 1, Zilker Park. .

.

.1

4:4
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STOP 1 ZILKER PARK

1

To get to Zilker,Park, go SOUTH on Lamar across the Town Lake Bridge,

and continue 0,3 miles to Barton Springs Road. TU.= ,PIGHT on Barton
Springs Road and go 0.9 milesto Straford Drill*. Turn RIGHT on
Straford Drive and go 0.2 Miles. Pull on the dirt ,lane to the LEFT .

of the fireplug. You may leave yourcar parked here.and walk around
the site.

11101111140O INSTRUCTIONS:

4

4. When you are,at Stop
and listin until tOld to sttidy the
Park Landfill site. Then STOP THE
and the description that follows.

,

r.

'634
.

1, Zilker-Pari, rbstirt the'tipe and
criteria for evaluating the Zilker
TAPE and study the chart'in Figure 4
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Figure 4: Hydrologic Criteria for Evaluating Landfill Sites

8

.

FactOrs Favorable

4

Unfavorable

Topography

.

Flat upland areas, heads of
gullies and ravines, areas
above potential flood levels

.

Depressions where water accumu-
lates, lower reaches of gullies,
flood plains of streams and
sites whee leachate mightibe
discharged into streams or that
might be inundated by floods.

Type of unconsolL
idated material

-

Clay, silt, and other rela-
tively permeable-material

,Sand, gravel . *

Thickness of
_unconsolidated
material abolie
shallowest 4
aquifer

,

50 feet or more; 30 feet or
more if trenching,is not,
involved

.

Less than 50 feet, less than
34feei if no trenching is
invOlved

Type of bedrock

_

,

Shale, chalk, clay, sand and
gravel, sandstone, and meta-
morphic and igneous rock if
not 4ighly fractured

Fraaured -limestone, dolomite,
or metamorphic and igneous 'rock

.

.

Sources and
potential sources
of ground water

*

Deep wells cased-into bedrocks
or wells.completed in sand
and gravel with thick imper-
meable cover over aqUifer, or
dug wells tT more than 500

. .

feet from disposal site
I

Wells in shallow bedrock,
particularly in limeatdne; wells

..

completed in sand and gravel
with thin'cover over aquifer;
improper*y constructed deep
wells irkbedrock

s

.1.lker Park Landfill Descriptioh

-The original excavation for Zilker Park Landfill was a lime'stone
quarry for .grael and_road materials.,This rock isextrameli permeable and
highly'fractured. The depth of.fill in this locatikvis opToximately 30
feet. At the time this.landfill was started, Town `Lake was not built and ,
the water levh1 was much lower. The leverof groUnd,water can bit'inferred
to be close'to lake-level. The 1935 flood brought the water'lev41 to beyond
Straford Drive. In 1957 a similir fleiod would hive occurr6d if t4e level
of Lake Travis had not been 65 feet-below th, spillway!krevious to a 24-inch
rain over a period of 24 hours; There are no working water wells located
within this vicinity.

Study the soil used to cbver this site. Is this soil tightlY
compacted or would it permit rain water to permeate it? Ils.there.lufficlent
Cover over the. 'refuse?

1.
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jrnimillo INSTRUCTIONS.:

5. Restart the tape and reai main the.descrfption of the Zjaker
Park Landfill. Then STOP THE TAPE and-evaluate the landfill by checking
Favorable or-Unfavorable for each of the factors in the chart under Frame 2.

1 Frame qj

Evaluate the Zilker Park Landfill by Checking the appropriate box below.
(USE STUDENT RESPONSE SHEETS)

P

Factors Favorable Unfavorable

Topography
,

Type of unconsolidated material

.

Thickness of uncons6lidated :
,

saterial .above shalloweat a.uifer

.

.'

.

TYpe of bedrock ,

A
42

..n

.

,,. .

Sources and potential sources
of kround water

,

.

.

,

1

,

t,

c

31,t

.e!

11101111010INSTRUCTIONS:

,

6. Restart'the tape and listen until told to answer the ilestionsb..
Un'der Frame 3. Then STOP THE TAPE and answet the questions,

1 Frame 3 1

(USE STUDENT RESPONSE SHSETS)

a. When Zilker Park Landfill was closed,, it was leveled. What evidence of
settling do you observe?

b. Is there evidence -ehat the final so4 corer for the landfill*as eroded?
:.

c. Where has the greatest amount of settling occUrred/

1110111111011 INSTRUCTIONS1

,7. Restext the take .and listen until told to answer the question
under Frame 4. Then STOP THE TAPE and answer the%uestion.

1trame 14 1

(USE STUDENT RESPONSE SHEETS)

. How effectivINy will rain drain.off this site?
,

A

ttv
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INSTRUCTIONS:-

10

8. Restart the tape and listen until told to follow the directions
to Stop 2. Then TOT5 TR! TAPE and proceed to Stop 2 according to the directionsA

which follow.

STOP 2 DE1.140 Ce.AY OUTCROP

410

Return on Barton Springs Re4d to South Lamar. On the SOUTH side of Barton
Springs,Road just beforefLamar %Street is an outcrop of Del Rio Clay covered
by A, thin layer of Bupt Limestohe. Park your car at a convenient location
'Along the siole of the road.

%

11101111400INSTRUCTIONS:.!

(-7

4

,

R. Restart 'the tapt and listen until told to Answer the question
found in Frame 5. Then STOP THE TAPE and answer the question.

Of 4

I Fxame 5 I
'

L.

(USE STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET1)

. What do yoU predict wilt e the changes that will occur durinq the next
several years at the fre h outcrop of Dei Rio Clay ai the corner of South
Lamar and Barton Springs Road?

1 7
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INSTRUCTIONS:

l0.0 Rqjtast tile tape and listen until told to follow the directions
.

to Stop 3.-`Theh STOP THE TAPE and proceed to Stop 3 according to the directions
which follow.

SlOP 3 SOUTH LAMAR CEMENT DUMF'

tz

From the corner of South Lamar
and Barton Springs Road, travel
0.6 miles and park at Ricks
Mobile Homes which is on the
LEFT side of the road. Directly
SOOTH of Ricks Mobile Homes
is the cement dump.

INSTRUCTIONS:
41

Il. When you are at Stop 3, restart the tape and listen until told
to ansi6er the questions found in Erame 6. Then STOP THE TAPE and answer the
questiops.

krathe 6

. (USE STUDENT RE8.P6NSE'SHEETS).
r

a. Wht effeqts of the cement dump on the wildlife of this valley can you observe?

b. What effects of the ceMent dump on West Bouldin Creek-can you observe?

C. What.ideas, do you have for a replacement of this cement dump?

d. What could be done to improve this site now that it is creaed?

.11101111110 INSTRUCTIONS:

12. Restart the tapl and, Msten until told to procéed to Stop 4. Then
STOP THE TAPE and proceed to Stop.Vaccording to the directiont; whiCh follbw.,:

18
e..



STOP 4 GOVAL LE. SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT

1 9

(--

NOTE: Gates open from 6-6-every day.

From the South Lamar Cement Dump, retuft NORTHWARD to Barton Springs Road. Turn
RIGHT on Barton Springs Road and go EASTWARD 9.6 miles to Riverside Drive. Bear
RIGHT on Riverside Drive and continue EASTWARD tor 2.5 miles to Pleasant Valley Road.
Turn LEFT on Pleasant Valley Road and go 1.5 miles to East First Street. Turn RtGHT
on East First Street and go 1 mile to Levandef Loop (marked 183N). i-Levander Loop will
join 183N in 0.9 miles. Continue_on 183N for 0.35 miles to an uamarked exit. The
Govalle'lSewage Treatment Plant exit is on the RIGHT. Follow the asphalt drivewhieh
takes you around to the parking area. Unfortunately, permission cannot be granted
to walk through the facilities; however, from the parking lot you can look down on
each stage of the'operation.

z.
20.
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'Frame 7 j

111011111100 INSTRUCTIONS:

114

. ,.

13. When you have reached Stop 4, study the
*

Flow Diagram of the

.
.

-Cate Water Treatment Plant in Figure 5. Restart the tape and listen until
toid to answer the question in Frame 7. Then $TOP THE TAPE and answer the
question.

.

(USE STUDENT RESPONSE SHEETS)

Describe the three stages of operation in a Biosorption Sewage Treatment
Plant.

11011111100 INSTRUCTIONS:

14. Restart thT tape and listen until told,to go to stop 5.
Then STOP,THE TAPE and proceed to Stop 5 according.to the directions that
follow. 4

, STOP 5 .WALNUT CREEK TREATMENT PLANT

Walnut Creek
Treatment Plant

From Govalle Sewage Treatment
Plant, travel NORTHWARD on 183
for 2.2 miles to Route 969
(Webberville Road). Turn RIGHT
on 969 and continue for 0.7
miled.- Walnut Creek Treatment
Plant is on the RIGHT. There
are two entrances. The second
entrance, by a white farm house,'

wlways open Until 4:00 p.m.

23
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Frame 9 1

11101111110INSTRUCTIONS:
,

15. When you have reached Stop 5, studyttbe.diagrampf-
the .Walnut Creek Eutrophication Sewage Treatment Plant in Figure 6.
Restart the tape, and listen until told to'aneger the Tiestions in
Frames 8 and 9. Then STOO THE TAPE and answer the'questionsi; "

,

fic;LIWT)

4 (USE SpDENTHRESPONSE SHEETS)

Name and describe eaCh"of the three stages in the. utrop'hication process..

(USE STUDENT RESPONSE SHE8TS)
.

Name one advantage and one.disadvantage of Biosorption systeMs and
Eutrophication systems.

111011111100 INSTRUCTIONS:

)

16. , Restart the tape and listen untfl you are toid to go to
Stop 6. Theh STOP THE TAPE and proceed to Stop 6'according to the

,directions which follow.

A

.

.41
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17

4.

STOP 6 OAK SPRINGS SCHOOL

bak
Springs
Sc DIRECTIONS: From Walnut Creek Water Treatment

Plant, travel back on 969 (Webberville Rbacl,
also called East 19th Street) for 1.85 miles
to Springdale Road. Bear LEFT on Springdale
Road and go for .95 miles to Oak Springs Drive
and travel .9 miles to Webberville Road. Turn
LEFT on Webberville Road. Oak Springs School
is on your LEFT. Park at the school parking lot.

11101111110 INSTRUCTIONS:

17. When you have arrived.at Stop 6, restart the tape and listen
until told. to.a*swer the questions in Frame 10. Then STOP THE TAPE and answer
-the questions.._

rFrame1.01.

(USE STUDENT RESP)NSE SAIETS)
. ,!

a. What observatfon of the apartment buildings in the Model Cities area
indidates to you that the Taylor Clay is not stable?

b.. What could have 'been done to keep these buildings from settling?
do

d 11101111110 INSTRUCTIONS:

e

- -

18. Restart'ths tape and listen until the conclusion of .tbirtape.l.
ThentSTOP THE TAPE snd answer the question in Frame 11.

Frime 11

(U. SE-Olinark-4411114RMIS1 M7113)4+

.What ?recommendations wotild you like to suggest to the Austin City Council?
<

, hti

(A- 2 7

A
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18

v

INSTRUCTIONS:),

2 , 19. Return'to the University according to the directions thht
`)0e/ follo4. Then return the audio cassette tape player and tape to you'r

fnstructor or Proctor. .

r

.

RETURN TO THE UNIVERSITY

4.

-

E. 19th

4.

I.

Ook Springs
School

DIRECTIONS: To zeturn to the University, travel WESTWARD on Oak Springs
Drive which becomes first Rosewood Avenue and then East llth Street.
llth Street will take you toward downtown Austin. Choose youi(most
coriveniOnt route to.the University from that point.

7 ,
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I 'FRAME 3 1-40111/,444,.....,...

%

ANSWERS.TO QUESTIONS IN STUDY GUIDE

[FRAllE 1 I Answers

19

Flooding, zonini, solid vaSte disposal, sewage, urban renewal, rodent
and insect control, air pollution, chemical waste disposal, energy neds

ri511171 Answers

ow

Topography Unfavorable
Type of unconsolidated material. , Unfavorable
Thickness of-unconsolidated.material

.above shallowest aquifer Unfavorable
Type of bedrock Unfavorable
.Sources and potential source's of

.ground water Favorable

Answers

a. The uneven appearance indicates settling. The borders of the landfill
can be determipea by noticing the border of the,settling.

b. Glass and other garbage has reached the surface.

c. Settling-in some locations is as much as 10 feet.

FRAMk 14 .1 Answers

Rainfall water is channeled toward the lily pond where it is given an
opportunity to settle through the refuse:' By loOking at the'4bank of
Town Lake the leachate can be seen entering the lake.

FRAME, 5 .1 Answers

Over the next several years, the weight of the unsupported Buda Limestone
will cause ths Del Rio Clay to giver. The result is that the blocks of
B4da4Limestone vill break off and slump down the outcrop.

29



FRAME 8 1

20

Answers

0

The cemeit covering the soil has eliminated the chdnce of water getting'
into the soil to the roots-of the trees and plants. The result is all
vegetation has died, in turn destroying the availability of food for
animal life.

. Water carrying Velment washings enters West HOuldin Creek, This effects
the pH of the stream water. The cement surface ofi^the side of he valley
increases rapid runoff of rainVater into the stream rather than the
absärption of water by soil with a heavy vitgetation covering.

c. Possible Ideas

1. Perhaps public parks and recreation areas coula use the
walks, drivess.or permanent structures.

2. Public service organizations could make attractive iyard
, -etc., as a money-making project.
We would like to hear your ideas.

cement for

decorations,

A

d. As in a laill site, once a cement dump is completed it is very
difficult to reverse the damage. Perhaps a wall-could be constructed
with more cement which would result lin a flat area overlooking the
valley. If wildlife could be encouraged to came back into the valley,
this could bt an attractive area.

1FRAME 1 1 Answers
I

Stage 1: Screening, Grit Removal, and Settlirig of Solid Material
Large objects such as tree, lirlible removed with large automatic

ill!rakes. Smaller objects are ra65 in the grit chamber. The
remaining heavi solids settle as' the water flow is decreased.

Stage.2: Aeration or Settling of Organic Watite
The sewage is pumped with air to mix the material and permit oxygen
to break down the,organic material: The organic material'then settles
to the bottom of the clarifier. Floating solids are skimmed,off at
the clarifier.

Stage 3: Chlorination
The effluent is treated with chlorine to kill the bacteria d the water
is then discharged in the river.

Answers

Stage 1: Aeratibn
The sewage is agitated to increase the oxygen content.

Stage 2: Eutrophication
The sewage is pumped into Eutrophication ponds where theobacteria breaks down
the nitrates and.phosphates in the water. The solids settle out, giving a
clean effluent.'

gtage 3; Chlorination
,Chlorine is added to the water to kill the bacteria before the water enters

, the Coldlrado River.

3 0
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.

I.

21

44.

itswers

Advantae Disadvantage

Biosorpti.cln Requires less land Effluent is higher in
phosphates and nitrates

Eutrophication 4 Effluent is lower in Requires much more lend
phosphates and nitrates

['FRAME 101 Answers

a. icks show evktrence of repair from cracking. 'Large areas have been
totally replaced.

b. If foundations had been suffiqiently reinforced so that cracking vould .

not have occurred, the damage Vould have been reduced.

(

'FRAME 11 1 Answers

Your suggestions will be considered at the neit class discussion meeting.

3
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GLOSSARY

Ignition: the Troceee of bringing air into close contact with a liquid
by passing finely divided air through that liquid,

. aquifer: stratum or zone below the surface of the earth capable of producing
wateras from a well.

clariper: a large contliner in which,the suspended solids are separated
frqm the water in the Biosorption sewage treatment process.

compaction: decrease in volume of materialt'as a resUlt of compressive stresse

digester:

effAuent:

the chamber in Which biochemical decomposition of organic matter
takes place, resulting in the formation of minerals and simpler
organic Compounds.

the liquid flowing,out of,a tank or other container.

formation: -a defined unit of rock consisting of a succession of strata useful
for mapping or description.

ammo water: water below the surface of the earth-filling the pores and
jai ts in the earth or rock.

/1

influent: the-itquid flowing into a tank or other container.

lewhate: ground water rich in dissolved4chemical materials through whick
,

ground water has permeated. Ar

permeability: the Capacity of rock for transmitting water.

21!) a measure of Hydrogen ion concentration in a flpid; a high pp indicates
4 basei a low pH indicates an acid.

apitarz lAndfill: a landfill in which the refuse is compacted and covered
with soil daily.

.1e
3911 instability: the tendency of a soil to-flow when force is applied.

jpepogre0v the physical surface features of a region;.relief and contOur
of the land.

'W..1921/21141-42A21511414.11: loose materials on the earth's surface; distinct
from rock in that particles are not cemented together.

3 2
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I.

"URBAN CRISIS" Le arning Carrel Lesson 6.3
t.

Welcome to this final segment in a three part series. about man's'effects on neture. This lesson entitled "Urban Crisis" will direct you ona field trip to six loeations around Austrn'which demonstrate problems which
are common to most. municipslities in the United States today. If you have not.done so already, please read the,first two pages of the StudyfGuide which villgive you the background for this field trip.

Stop the tape now.

The realization of the significance of environmental control andplanning is forcing bity governments around the. country to concentrate much
of their attention to this area. In Frame Lof the Study Guide list someprcAlems that you think a city government faces in attempting to keep the
environment clean and healthy for it's citizens. After you have completed
this exercise, read the material which begins in the middle of page,3.

Stop -the tape now.

, Turn to pagit 5 in,the Study Guide. Figure 1 at the top of the pagepictures a'method of disposing of solid wastes known ,es the Area Landfill.
As you can see; the solid wastes art placed on the lama, a bulldozer or similar
equipment spreads and compacts the waste, then the wastes are covered with a
leyer of earth and finally the earth cover is.compacted. 'The'Aret Landfillis best suited for mershes, flat areas, "orciently sloping land and is also
used in quarries, ravines, valleys, or wherrother suitable land depressionsexist. Normally the earth qover material is hauled in or obtained from
adjacent areas.

Now lOok at Figure 2 at the bottom of page:5. In a Trench Landfill,
as shown here, a long narrow bed is cut, i* the ground and the solid wastes are
then spread in thin layers, cOMpacted, andlicovered,with earth excavated fromthe trench. The Trench Landfill is best silted for flat or gently sloping

.land where the water table is not near the ground.surface. The advantage-to
this method is that normally the material excavated from the trench .can be
used for coyer with a minimum.of hauling. A disadvantage is that more than
one piece of machinery met.be necessary.

,)
Figure 3 on page 6 of the Study Guide shows the Ramt'Veriation

Landfill. Here the solid weetes are dumped on -the side of an existing slope,
and after spreading, the materiel in thin layers on the slope, the bulldozing
equipment compacts it. The cover material, usually obtained just ahead of
the working face, is Spread on the ramp and compacted'. This vartation is gen..
orally suited to all areas, having the advantage of utilizing only one piece of
equipment to perfora all operations, and makes the Ramp Landfill particularly
applicable to smaller operations.

, You 'will note that all three methods of landfill use the technique
of COmpaction. Compaction is an important phase in the sanitary landtill
operation %cause it decreases the degree of settling that occurs after thesite is closed. Solid.vaste should be-spread in layers about two feet thick

3 4
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and compacted with steel wheel compactors. The City of Austin onqe
operated a landfill-at Zilker Park. Thie site, closed since1967, will
be your first stop on the field trip.

Stop the tape and folloing the directions given in your Study
Guide on'pap 7, drive to -to.p 1. When you are at the site, restart the
tape.

You should now e atthe Zilker Park Landfill. There are many
factors.which must be con4fdered before building a landfill such as the
one you see here.. One sucfifactor is the potential danger of ground and
surface water pollution. Solid waslees ordinarily contain many contaminants
and often infectious materials. These dan produceiserious health hazards
or nuisances if permitted to enter water supplies. Site selection should,
therefore,'include a geological investigation of the site to determine the
potential of either ground or surface water pollutants. The ground water
table must be locatbd and information obtained on the historical "high" ground

,

water level and on the general movement of 'the ground witter. The geological
investigation should also examine the topography of the site itself and the
surrOunding area for potential flooding conditions of the site during heavy
rains and anow melts. Flooding and surface water drainage can quickly erode
the cover material and the refuse fill. Special attention should be given
to low lying sites that might be drainage basins for surrounding areas. Sites
located near rivers, streams, or lakes are usually considered unfavorable.
Neither sho ... a landfill be located in a flood plain because,of the water

, pollution ,h '' - ., and because such sites are unusable both during and for
a period following flood conditions.

'

P -

Figure 4 on page 8 of the Study Guide lists five hydrologic criteria
for eval ing landfill sites. Read through this chart carefully because you
will be a ked lateriCo evaluate the Zilker Park Landfill site in relation to
each'of t ese five factors.,

x

top the tape and study this chart now. Restart the tape when
you have re4 the material.

11 .

Now read the description' of the Zilker Park Landfill at the bottom
of page 8 in your Study Guide. Then look at Frame 2 on the following paget
Mark each of the five factors listed in Frame 2 as either favorable or
unfavorable in.relation to Zilker Park.

Stop the recorder until you have completed this.activity.

Eataier we mentioned the importance of .compaction in preventing the
settling of the landfill. When !this site was closed in 1967, it was leveled.
In Trims 3 of the Study GVide,-briefV,note sny evidence of settling which has
occurred since then.

Stop the tape now and restart when you are ready to continue.

.1.andflls should slope fram one to two degrees to that rainwater
will run as the,surface rather thanecoUect in a low area. Was this landfill k

sloped? Id Frameli of the Study Guidh;.briefly describe the evidence which
would indicated that Zilker Park was or was not sloped.

35 4
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Stop the tape now and when you have comAted your answer .

restart the tape.

Obviously, Zilker ark Landfill was not deAloped usiing sound
sanitary lapdfill practices In.fact, its operation has probaly produced
more problems for the 'city an it started 'with. kid what's more, once a
landfill is created, the expo se of correcting errors or removing the site
is prohibitive. .Following the directions in your Study Guide on page 10,
continue to Stop 2.

Stop the tape now and restart it when you have reachedsyour next
destination.

This will be a short but interesting stop. This corner has been
cut back to make roam for a gas station. In the outcrop, you can easily see
the Del Rio Clay which extends up from the base and the Buda LiMestone which

* extends down from the top. The Del Rio Clay found here at the bottom of the
structure is known tp be a formation which w/lYflow easily when a slight .

pressure is applied: What do you think will happen over the next several
years to this location? Look back along Bartop springs Road at the areas
that have been cut back in previous years. What has happened there? Answer
the question found in Frame 5. .of yoUr Study Guide.

Stop the tape now and restart when you are ready to continue.

You are now ready to drive to Stop.3. As you are driving there,
be sure to notice the outcrop of Buda Limestone behind the Texaco'gas station
shortly after yoilr turn on South Lamar. At this location, the Del Rio Clay
is confined below the road l*vel, hence the Buda Limestone is much more stable
and not nearly an many rocks have fallen.

Stop the recorder now and restart when you reach Stop 3.

You should now.be located at the South Lamar cement dump. This is
the site at which cement'trucks in South_Austin may dump any excess cement
left over from a delivery. Drivers can simply empty their cement down into
the valley and rinse out their truck. The owner of the property permdts the
dumping because it has resulted in a fifty feet extension of the parking lot
fram its originkl size and therefore has increased the location's value as a,
bUsiness site. While,a usable area may be advantageous t,o the owner of this
property, what about the effects on the-wildlife who live in the valley and
in West Bouldin Creek below? What about the fact that the cement covering the
soil in the valley and creek areas'has eliminated the possibility of water
penetrat ng into the soil to the roots of the trees and other plant life? This
has not 4niy killed all the plant life, )Dut has decreased the availability of
food animal life. The cement dumping has also increased the run-off into
the stream after heavy rains. A real need for a convenient area for cement
trucks to discard excess dment4auet be conceded. However, is this location,
this procedire, the bent lution? What,other methods could be thstituted
to replace this site and t is operation, and what could be done to improve
this.site now that it is cr ated?

1

m* Stop the recoider and complete Frame 6 in the Study Guide. When
you are ready to 'continue, restart the tape.

9 6
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We will be interested to see what ideas you pame up with for
replacing and improving*thia site. ,We have included a few ideas in the
answer sheet, but there must be several others that you can think of. You
are pow ready to 'continue to Stop 4. Follow the directions gilten on page 12
of your Study Guide and Vhen you are at the next stop, restart ihe tape.

*
You should now be located at the Govalle Sewage Treatment Plant.

For many centuries peopIe%bave known that huthan wastes must be disposed of
in order to prevent dangeroui disease and to maintain camfortakle surround-
ings in which to live. The methods used in the collectton and disposal of
wattes have changed.as civilization has advanced and as our knowledge of ,

waste collection and treatment has progressed. The transportation of wastes
by water carrier ie nature's way of removing wastee from the earth's surface.
Rains wash impuritiee into streams to be ultimately carried to th? ocean.
Physical, chemicel, and biological forces in nature combine to decompose
and change objectionable organic materials tO stable and'harmless products.
This natural waste removal might be sufficient ih areas of sparse or no
population. It cannot, howevei be depended upon as a safe method of dispopal
in'the more populated areas or urban communities. In order to protect People

0 from spread of disease and to prevent nuidance and discomforts, the wastes
of a community must bp collected and treated by processes designed to assist
nature in rendering them harmless. The amount of sewage that can be expected
in a community will depend on several factors. Abundance of the water supply,
economic .conditions, and climate. The amount varies, but in the Austin area
.it averages about 100 tallons per person per day.

In order to accamplish proper sewage disposal in any community,.'
thesevage must be transported to the treatment plant. In the city of
Austin, the collection system consists of'790 miles of pipe, thei'e are generaW7'
two types of'sevage treatment plante. The Govalle plant is a Biosorption
treatmlipt plant. Later we will visit the other type of plant, the Eutrophication
treatmeht plaht. Unfortunately, city yisitation policy will,not permit visitors
to walk through the plant. From the parking lot, however, you can observe
the entire operation. Behind you'is the office and the older part of the sewage
tratment facilities. Ydu will observe the operation of the new facility.which
is, by the vey, identical to the older facility.

To follow this operation, turn to-Figure 5 on page 13 in your
Study Guide. Here at Govalle, the complete sewage treatment operation is
accomplished in three stages. The first stage consists.of screening, grit

wilemoval, and settling of the solid.materials. The green buil ng to your fai
right is the location for the three screeners. The smaller p i es, the grits,
are removed in the grit chamber located just to the left of the screening chamber.
After tho grits are remoVed, tlie Date of water flow is reduced, permitting the
heavier solids to settle and the lightiartarticles to float. The lighter objects
are buried along with the screenings and the grits. The heavier solids are
pumped to large tanks called "digesters" where bacteria decompose the cTganic
materials so that it Mt b disposed of without creating a nuisance. . I

The second Stage involves tho processes of aeration and settling of
orgiiic materials. The aeration takes place in.the large aeration basin, the

basih with the steel supports. Over a period of appraxtmately four hours,
? , about one. cubic foot or air is pumped into one gallon of sewage. The action in .

the a ration basin dots tvo things, First, it forms a sludge to carry the
ft

31



6
go through this operation and compare it with the Govalle system. Figure 6
on page 15 of the Study Guide shows the plant. Here again, there are three
stages of opöration. First, aeration; second, eutrophising ponds; and

A 5

,

sttspended materials down the clarifier!, those circular basins directly
4 in front of you. Second, the actioh of bacterialoxidizes organic matter,

and changes it into solids,that will settle out. In the-clarifier, the
sludge vill-separete readily from the water and settle to the bottom,

, permitting the clear water, the affluent, to be discharged to the chlorine
content tahk. Some of the sludge from the bottom is pumped back to the
aeration tank, where it ts mixed with the raw sewage entering the aeration
basin. The remaining,sludge is pumped to oxidation ponds where bacteria
converts the Sludge to more stable compounds and caTbon dioxide.

The third stage is carried out at the chlorine content tank,
that large circular basin to your left. Chlorine is added for disinfecting
the affluent before it,is discharged into th4)Colorado River.

Nov stop the tape-and answer'the question in Frame 7 in your
Study Guide. When you have completed your' response, please restart the
tape.

The cement canal in:"`front of the two clarifiers is used as a
stormcsewer. Many of the sévots in Austin follow stream channels. The
result is that whep heavy rains occur, the streams_flow over the manhole
covers and actual* lift off many of these covers by the force of hydro-
static pressure. Stream water then fills the sewer lines so that more
water is brought to the sewage plant tlian can' be efficiently handled.
This overflow bypasses the first two atages of the plant, but is treated
with chlorine and discharged into the river. You have now seen the,
biosorption system of sewage treatment. Next you will examine the
eutrophication system, Austin's Walnut Creek operation.

, Stop the tape now and following the directions on page 14 of
your Study Guide, continue to Stop 5.

14/ Your location should now be the Walauebreek sewage plant. The
diffe nces between the two operations ire obviout, aren't they? Let's

third, chlorination.

,

The aeration is accomplished in the two large cement pools with
several agitators to increase the oxygen content.. The water is confined
in the aeration tanks for about three hours, the water is then pumped to
the second stage, the large eutrophication ponds. These ponds, covering.'
several acres, are around twenty feet,deep.

I.

Eutrophication is the process Of baCberiological action on the .

nitrates and phosphates in the water. The water that leaves this plant has
a lower nitrate and phogphate cOntent than either the Govalle Sewage Plant
or the Colorado River itself..

4.

The-third stage is chlorination, which destroys any bacteria.in
the4wateri %fors highF.phosphate detergents were banned by the City Council,
detergent sudsing was suoh a problem that on windy days suds vould flow onto

4 the highway. You,can see the situation is now much improved. The problem
with.the eutrophication process is that it takes up much more land than lhe
biosorption process, and land Close to %municipality is expensive.
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I Stop the.recorder and complete Frames 8'and 9'in your Study
%WW1 you have completed this eFercise, restart the tape.

Although the pArophication and biosorptionplants accomplish
the issio objective, they each have different techniques and advantages.
The eutrophicition system is more efficient in reducing the nitrates and
.phosphates, but it requires muph more land area. '

Stop the tape now and following the directions.on page,l7, go
to Stop 6. Restert the tape when you arrive there.

You should now, be located at the Oak SpringS"School. This is the
border:of the Colorado River 1935 flood. 'The soil toward the Colorado River
is terrace sand and gravel. This area is pn outcrop of Taylor Clay. The
Taylor Clay is a 300 feet thlck layer-of inconsolidated clay.. When pressUre
is applied, the clay mill move to any area of lower reeistance. Thus if
a structure such as the Model Cities apartments were to be build:on this
clay, the land surface would eventually give.way. Look at the buildiag
across the street from the school. What do you.see heie which would indicate
that these buildings are not stable? Write your answer in Frame 10 on page 17
of the Study Guide.

Stop the tape now and then restart when you have'óompletedZ'your
anslier.

Since the Taylor Clay is 300 feet thick, it is not practical to
forpe supports through it to the bedrock below. Nowever, if the foundationf
had been stronger, the building would have moved as a unit rather than ,,2)

having several cracks in the,foundation and brick wall. Actually, neither
alternative is'favorable. A. you return on Oak SpringeDrive, note as you
go up the hill that the apartments there are built on gravel rather than
the Taylor Clay. -The result is that the settling is minimal. .

Thia is the last stop on this field trip. But before you return
to the University, think'over what you have seen todNy. ;What recommendations
'would you like to-suggest to the City Council? Note some of these suggestions

. in Frame 11 of your Study,Guide for discussion st your next class meeting.
This concludes the field trip. It is suggested that you review the instruc-
'tional objectives listed on page 2 in your Study Guide Check to see that
you can fulfill,eaoh of them.

4W
Please return this recorder mnd tape to your Proctor.
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elf

dit

*

I.

Name

Date

t

LESSON 6.3i. URBAiiICRISIS

STUDENT-RESPONSE SHE,ET

.

I Frame kl ,ListoU many different.enyitfonmental problems as you can think of
that a cityl.government'must face.,

I Frame 2
below.

40141)

iViluite the ZiIker Park' Lakidfill by checking the appropriate box

,

. ..
.

. Favorible Unfavorabl-

TopoorAM
.

Type of uncoipolidated-matekeial

,

Thickness of unconsolidated
material above shallowest.aquifer

,
.

A

..,. ,

0 ..

TYpe of bedllock

,

, lk,

Sources and Rotential sour6es of'
ground watdr ,

.

. r/Pr.
.

-,..

.

.tl

.

.

.
...

IFrame Z 1
.

. a. When Zikker Park LanafiI1 was closed, it was leveled-. What evidence
, of sett ing do you Observe?

90,

b.. Is there evidence'thatthe flnal sotl cover for the landfill has eroded?

Where has ttio greatest amount of settIing occredi

4
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LESSON 6;3: URBAN OUSIS

STUDENT RESPONSE,SHEET

A

How effectively will rain drain off the site?

4

What do you predict will be the changes that will occur durinithe
next several years at the fresh outcrop of Del Rio Clay at the corner of
South Lamar'and Barton pprings goad?

A

a. What effects of the cement dump'on the wildlife of this valley can you
observe?

b. What effects of the cement dump on Wst.Bouldin Creek can you observe?

c. What ideas do youilave for a replaceMent of this cement dump?

;

d. What could be done to improve this site now that it is created?

*-



Frame 8 I

Frame 7 I
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LESSON 6.3: URBAN CRISIS

Nam.

STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET

Describelthe three stages of operation in a Biosorption Sewage
Treatment Plant.

1.

2.

3.

process.

1.

3.

4:10

4.

Name and describe each ot the three stages in the Eutrophcation

4 3

.



[Frame IA ]

Name

Date

LESSON 6.3: URBAN CRISIS

STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET

Name one advantsge and one disadvantage of Blosorption,systems
and Eutrophication4systems.

41roon

.

AlYgOtags

.

Disadvantage
t

i

Bio4orption

.

7

Eutrophication
N .

. .

Frame 1.0 I \4
a. What observations of the apartment buildings in the Model Cities area

indicates to you that the Taylor Clay is not stable?

B. What could have been done to keep these buildings from settling?

What-ommendations woad you like to suggest to the Austin
City Council? 4

,4

4-4


